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Abstract

Seeing a  multipl ici ty of understandings  as  a  strength for interdiscipl inary projects , this  article draws on four keywords  for the

Congruence Engine project and explores  their meaning and relevance to the project from the perspective of three research

fel lows with di fferent roles  and discipl inary backgrounds. The article a ims to demonstrate the productive ways  that di fferent

understandings  of the terms People, Improvisation, Memory and Network meet and form opportunities  for mutual  learning and

col laborative dia logue.
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Introduction

This  paper came out of a  des ire to explore ways  of surfacing the multiple perspectives  that the post'doctoral  research fel lows

working on the Congruence Engine project are bringing to their work. The Congruence Engine is  a  three-year funded project,

supported by the Arts  and Humanities  Research Counci l  as  part of their Towards  a  National  Col lection programme. The project

seeks  to use a  variety of digi ta l  tools  and techniques  to understand what type of new historical  research might be poss ible



through connecting di fferent cultural  heri tage col lections  related to industria l  history (chiefly through the themes of Texti les ,

Energy and Communications). We use an action research methodology to experiment with ways  of l inking di fferent col lections,

and further understanding what socia l  and technical  infrastructures  might be required to support the development of a

national  col lection. The research fel lows s i t across  di fferent aspects  of the project; Arran Rees  (Arran or AR) being the research

fel low for the action research project methodology, Anna-Maria  Sichani  (Anna-Maria  or A-MS) address ing the digi ta l

humanities  questions  for the project, and Stefania Zardini  Lacedel l i  (Stefania or SZL) being the fel low for the Texti les  historical

theme, with a  focus  on sound-based sources  across  the project. We chose to use keywords  to identi fy some of the di fferent

elements  of the project that are of interest to us  and decided that rather than just write about concepts  that are important to us

as  individuals , we would al l  respond to the words  chosen by each other. Our idea is  that a l though we al l  have areas  of

expertise and experience, we also have our own understandings  and interpretations  of the wide-ranging areas  the project

intersects  with. We want to avoid Congruence Engine being a  project with s i loed expertise, instead offering the concept of

mutual  learning and exchange, whereby even the most experienced of historians, digi ta l  des igners , curators  or action

researchers  can learn something about their own field through the viewpoint of others .

There is  no way we could ta lk about us ing keywords  without acknowledging the work of Raymond Wi l l iams and his  1976

publ ication Keywords (with a  second edition in 1983), tracing the changing nature of words  and language. Wi l l iams’ seminal

work argued that to understand the meaning of a  word, you needed to look at i ts  history and use over time. However, whi lst we

nod towards  Wi l l iams’ work in highl ighting the complexities  in the meanings  of words, we are looking to explore the plural i ty

and evolution of meanings  of words  – not looking for s ingular authori tative meanings, but embracing and celebrating the

multipl ici ty of interpretations, perspectives  and understandings. The primary inspiration for our approach came from Anna-

Maria’s  reading of the recent Uncertain Archives publ ication (Thylstrup, Agostinho et a l , 2021). In i t, multiple authors  from

different discipl ines  attempt to unpick the impl ications  of big data and archives  by us ing non-traditional  keywords. The

publ ication contains  61 keywords  a l l  wri tten by di fferent authors  who present a  discourse on their keyword from their own

perspective. Where our approach di ffers  i s  that we decided to respond to each other’s  keywords  too – further highl ighting the

potentia l  richness  of interdiscipl inary work.

The keywords  featured in this  piece are ‘People’, ‘Improvisation’, ‘Memory’ and ‘Network(s)’. They were chosen by the original

authors  of this  piece as  words  that fel t relevant and important to them for their work in the Congruence Engine. Each keyword

features  a  longer thought piece by the author who proposed the keyword fol lowed by responses  from the co-authors .

Unfortunately, there are only three authors  in this  piece. This  article i s  dedicated to the memory of our late col league Cameron

Tai l ford (Cameron or C). Cameron chose ‘People’ as  his  keyword, many months  before he heartbreakingly passed away. We have

the greatest respect for Cameron’s  thoughts  and contributions  to the work of Congruence Engine, and al though we sadly do not

have any written words  from him on ‘People’, we wanted to acknowledge the importance of this  keyword to his  work, and

therefore the work of the project. We have each written a smal l  personal  response to ‘People’, knowing that i s  what Cameron

wanted us  to think about, but do not pretend to know the wonderful  ins ights  he would have, no doubt, been able to add to our

work.

People

Arran’s response

We know from Cameron’s  work on the project that he was deeply concerned with surfacing people and their stories  within

histories  of industry. As  someone who cut their teeth in socia l  history museums, I  am total ly on-board with the central i ty of

people. We are inherently socia l  beings  – even the ones  of us  that tend towards  more socia l  introvers ion than extrovers ion!

Whether we are thinking about historical  questions  around the development of the texti les  industry in the seventeenth century,

observing the ways  in which curators  and archivists  go about us ing col lections  materia l  to undertake their research, or

reflecting on the dynamics  of interdiscipl inary work – paying attention to the l ives , atti tudes  and socia l  processes  of people is  a

central  concern.

As  a  co-faci l i tator of the action research in this  project, I  am incl ined to thinking about the socia l  processes  of us  working

together as  a  team. Within this , we might want to cons ider the role of col legia l i ty, humour and socia l  relationships  in a  large



dispersed and interdiscipl inary project l ike Congruence Engine. In my doctoral  research I began exploring the role of humour in

creating a  shared sense of purpose, in developing socia l  relationships , and in negotiating power. Phi losopher of humour, John

Morreal l , argues  that comedy and humour have several , often overlooked affini ties  with research. These include the des ire to

look at new perspectives , think cri tical ly and creatively, ask lots  of questions, and to chal lenge traditions, conformity and

authori ty (Morreal l , 2014, 2020). Al l  of these, as  wel l  as  socia l  relationships  and shared notions  of purpose seem important to

a research project l ike ours , especial ly when we think about the role of improvisation in our action research too.

Janet Holmes and Meredith Marra explain that workplace humour develops  jointly constructed jokes  that can resonate across

the team (2002). However, when we think about a  research project l ike Congruence Engine, the team is  coming together from

disparate places, contexts  and discipl ines . Whi lst there is  no reason col legia l  bonds created through shared humour exchanges

cannot be developed, Holmes reminds  us  that workplace humour is  inextricably context-bound, and that ins ider jokes  that can

appear obscure and opaque to outs iders  (Holmes, 2000, p 159). As  we come together and bond as  a  team of people, especial ly

one that works  in a  primari ly digi ta l  way, we need to acknowledge that we al l  come from places  where our context-bound

workplace humour may have developed di fferently. It i s  important to recognise the power relations  in some uses  of humour – i t

has  the potentia l  to shut down conversations  rather than safely engage them. The Congruence Engine, with i ts  historic themes of

Texti les , Energy and Communications, wi l l  encounter and actively engage with sens itive histories  and ongoing contemporary

issues. It i s  essentia l  that as  we develop our col legia l  bonds, and potentia l ly begin to develop jointly constructed context-bound

jokes, we do not inadvertently enforce notions  of the ki l l joy i f someone does  not want to take part in joking (see Ahmed, 2010:

2),[1] and ensure that any instances  of col legia l  humour are not resulting in unintended barriers  to getting involved.

Stefania’s response

I  remember ta lking with Cameron about people being the very heart of Congruence Engine. His  attention and sens ibi l i ty towards

individual  l ives  and stories  wi l l  be one of his  enduring legacies  in the project. In our investigation on the interaction between

human, data and machines, ‘People’ i s  a lways  at the centre: we aim to create a  ‘socia l  machine’ (see Shadbolt et a l , 2019)[2]

which al lows people to make the connections  that are meaningful  to them, depending on their interests , pass ions  and personal

stories  (Shadbolt et a l , 2019). One of the concepts  emerged at the very beginning of the project i s  that ‘We are not bui lding a

Congruence Engine: we, the project participants , are Congruence Engine’ (Boon, 2022). This  highl ights  the key role every one of

us  has  in shaping the research process  with each individual ’s  unique perspective, experience and way of understanding the

world.

The importance of personal  dimension in museums has  received increas ing attention. Human-centred des ign has  become a key

approach in heri tage practices  (Mason and Vavoula, 2021), and i t i s  prompting a  rethinking not only of how the experiences  are

des igned, but a lso what museums should col lect. Museum col lections  do not exist on their own: they are created, preserved,

shaped by people; they are interpreted and experienced by people. The objects  themselves  become al ive in the very moment in

which they are connected with a  human experience. In my PhD research I reflected on the emerging need to create a  more

emotional  and personal ised approach to museum col lections, us ing sound and music as  a  catalyst. This  was  one of the key

ins ights  from the #SonicFriday project I  worked on at National  Science and Media Museum. Throughout the summer of 2020, the

#SonicFriday team invited onl ine audiences  and Museum volunteers  to share their memories  of sound technologies  on socia l

media. Reflecting on the variety of stories , sounds, songs  and feel ings  shared by people onl ine, the Museum team real ised that

‘the objects  magical ly come al ive again’ and that ‘s tories  of usage are just as  important as  stories  of invention’ (Zardini

Lacedel l i , Stack and Jamieson, 2021). The focus  on people’s  experience was so prominent that one of the themes developed in

the project, Sounds of my Quarantine,[3] was  not even related to a  col lection object, but emerged from the wi l l ingness  to reflect

on people’s  sonic experience during the fi rst Covid-19 lockdown.

People stories  are a lso one of the key areas  of investigation in the Congruence Engine project. In the fi rst texti le pi lot, ‘Texti le

Voices ’, we undertook a series  of socia l  history investigations  to explore the personal  experience of mi l l  workers . We real ised

how sound-based heri tage such as  oral  history can give us  a  deep ins ight into the l i fe in the mi l l , helping us  to contextual ise not

only historical  events  within l i fe experiences, but a lso to capture embodied knowledge, atti tudes, bel iefs  and feel ings  that are

not a lways  represented in museum col lections. As  Rob Perk and Tim Smith highl ighted in the introduction of ‘Texti le Voices ’,



ordinary people’s  stories  had never been written down. And yet, they are the only way to understand the impact of texti les  on

everyday l i fe, and to ‘rescue the individual  from the crowd and from the stereotype’, reveal ing a  rich variety of experiences

(Smith and Perks , 2006).

Figure 1
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Warping department, Drummond’s  Lane Mi l ls , 1991
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The central i ty of ‘People’ in Congruence Engine is  evident i f we look at how this  word connects  the other words  we have chosen

in our article. It i s  the people at the heart of the Congruence Engine socia l  machine, who wi l l  react, interact and open new,

unexpected directions  in the action research process . It i s  the people that create, share and preserve memories . And i t wi l l  be

the people who unlock the wealth of connections  which wi l l  give l i fe to our National  Col lection.

Anna-Maria’s response

'People' i s  a  strange noun. It can be used as  countable and uncountable, as  a  plural  of person, but can be used as  a  s ingular

noun to refer to a  population or particular community. People often come without names, bringing with them a col lective

identi ty and ethos. In other contexts , people’s  names are intrins ical ly important, bearing with them important ordinary stories

and remarkable legacies . It wasn’t unti l  the late 1960s  and 1970s  that historical  research embraced a dual  interest in socia l

history, with the growth of the Annales  School , and ‘history from below’ and everyday people’s  stories  (microhistories) as  a  way

of understanding historical  momentum (see, for example, Carlo Ginzburg’s  emblematic work Il formaggio e i vermi (The Cheese

and the Worms) (Ginzberg, 1982).

Cameron had a genuine interest in and subtle eye for people. Since his  PhD research and during his  time in Congruence Engine

he tried to shed l ight on the agents  behind the events  and insti tutions, on their l ives , their stories , their experiences, their

legacies . The Congruence Engine, after a l l , through various  mini  investigations, wi l l  focus  on exploring people’s  stories  behind

digi ta l  col lections  and assets , trying to decode their ideas, feel ings  and values. Interestingly enough, as  part of my role as  a

Post-Doc Research Associate in Digi ta l  Humanities  I am also embarking on an exploration of the ethics  behind the col lections,



aiming to reveal  the biases  in the col lections  and in technological  systems. I  want to understand why and how certain (groups

of) people and their legacies  are omitted from cultural  heri tage col lections  and how this  phenomenon is  reinforced by

technological  choices  and environments . In other words, once more, I  am going to assess  the pol i tics  around the noun 'people'.
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Improvisation

Arran

What does  i t mean to improvise in a  research project? To me, i t feels  l ike there is  often a negative association, where people are

forced to be creative with what they do because of a  lack of resources, or through being i l l -prepared. This  association usual ly

exists  in a  context that i s  organised and planned as  discrete work packages, arti ficia l ly demarcated as  i f each can be separated

from each other with individual  tasks , roles  and outcomes. However, in Congruence Engine, we are working with systemic action

research (Burns, 2007, 2014), a  method that i s  more than just a  method; i t i s  better described as  a  broad orientation towards

seeing the world as  inherently socia l , complex and interconnected. This  i s  an orientation that accepts  that there is  no real

objective truth, but rather multiple perspectives  and ways  of knowing the world which we seek to better understand through

undertaking actions, observing them, reflecting on what happened and learning from i t (Reason and Bradbury, 2008). When we

accept that we l ive in a  messy, complex and interwoven world where personal  l ived experiences  mesh with our work l ives , and

interact with ever changing socia l  and pol i tical  environments , then we might start to understand the benefi ts  of improvisation

as  a  core working practice.

The l i terature surrounding improvisation highl ights  i ts  potentia l  to enable divergent thinking and increase our capacity to deal

with uncertainty (Felsman, Gunawardena et a l , 2020); as  a  tool  to support diverse and dynamic projects , companies  and

organisations  (Cunha and Cunha, 2001; Vera and Crossan, 2004; Magni , Provera et a l , 2010); and as  a  practice that supports

the faci l i tation of complex and multidiscipl inary projects  (Freitag Granholt and Martensen, 2021). Most of the l i terature

provides  direct l inks  back to theatrical  or musical  improvisation (or improv) and talks  directly to the idea of appl ied

improvisation – as  an adaptation of improvisation in non-theatrical  environments  (Robbins  Dudeck and McClure, 2018; Freitag

Granholt and Martensen, 2021, p 3). Personal ly, I  have tended not to make conscious  l inks  between theatrical  improv and the

ways  in which I improvise. However, I  cannot escape how the tradition has  influenced the work I do. I  have always  thought of

my approach to improvisation much more along the l ines  of how Zenk, Hynek, Schreder and Bottaro describe i t below – in a  way

that is  impl ici tly l inked to theatrical  improv, but does  not expl ici tly reference i t:

The dynamics  and complexity of the chal lenges  of our work and l ives  result in a  high number of unpredictable s i tuations.

The phenomenon of improvisation describes  actions  performed in the context of such s i tuations  that require people to

find new, appropriate solutions  in which no pre-planned actions  or routines  can be carried out (Zenk, Hynek et a l , 2022).

My particular understanding of how improvisation is  relevant to the Congruence Engine comes from this  sense of navigating

largely unpredictable s i tuations  through the action-focused inquiries  that make up our action research project. A workshop

faci l i tated by me might not include direct references  to theatrical  improv but i t might be the sort of space where you are

encouraged to hold uncertainty, and work in a  way that a  theatre improviser might find fami l iar, or – to use the work of one of

the giants  of systemic action research, Danny Burns  – to develop an orientation towards  accepting offers , to finding new

opportunity spaces, and to fol lowing where the action takes  you (Burns, 2007). This  requires  a  broad openness  to improvis ing

as  the context of the research changes  around you.



Figure 2
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Project participants  improvis ing the final  sess ion of the Congruence Engine opening

conference in Bradford, February 2022
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From early on in the project we real ised that we were not bui lding a  Congruence Engine, but that we, the people working on and

with the project, are the Congruence Engine. Whi lst we are interested in questions  that intersect historical  and digi ta l  research,

we are an inherently socia l  project that requires  us , as  participants , to adapt and, yes , to improvise as  issues  and opportunities

emerge. As  we work within an interdiscipl inary project l ike this , where we come from a variety of di fferent profess ional

backgrounds and hold di fferent ontological  approaches  to our work, one aspect of our action research faci l i tation that i s

a lready proving integral  to our abi l i ty to improvise is  the abi l i ty to pay attention to what resonates  with people. Resonance is

highl ighted by Burns  as  a  key aspect of productive action research relationships; noticing what resonates  provides  a  sense of

what matters  to people and how their own experiences  relate to what is  being discussed at the time (Burns, 2007, p 53). Picking

up on that spark of energy when something resonates  feels  l ike an important part of improvis ing; i t involves  knowing when to

abandon, or at least take a detour away from the current track and fol low a newly emerging path. I  am not going to pretend that

we haven’t a l ready improvised and got i t wrong, and I am sure the complexity of our contexts  wi l l  catch us  out a  few more times

along the road. Despite this , I  find that uncertainty, and the nimbleness  of an approach that embraces  improvisation, exci ting

and energis ing.

I’l l  finish with one of my favouri te quotes, one that helped me enormously as  I improvised and muddled through previous  action

research work:

If you think you know what you are doing as  an action researcher, [that] you have i t comfortably in hand, you are not

real ly doing i t, [you] are not on a learning edge (Marshal l  and Reason, 2008, p 2).

Stefania’s response to ‘improvisation’

Like Arran, I  feel  that improvisation is  energis ing and extremely productive in research. It i s  when we al low ourselves  to depart

from what we know that new horizons  can open in front of us . I  am also aware that i t i s  not a lways  an easy task, especial ly for

museums which, in their nature, are conservative insti tutions  and tend to rely on wel l -establ ished practices  and assumptions.

When I think of improvisation in the context of heri tage insti tutions, there are three other words  that come into my mind. The

fi rst i s  freedom. Improvisation impl ies  freedom from wel l -known boundaries . When I was  working in the Museums of the

Dolomites  project[4] a  few years  ago we chal lenged museum curators  to re-imagine their practices  outs ide their traditional

ways  of working.
[1]

 In this  case, the opportunity to operate in an ‘unbounded’ vi rtual  dimension, which was very di fferent from



the traditional  exhibition space, has  given them the freedom to ‘go against the grain’. As  they recal led in the focus  groups at the

end of the project, i t was  exactly the lack of consol idated ways  of working that a l lowed them to imagine a new relationship with

the audience, new narratives , new forms of heri tage (Zardini  Lacedel l i  et a l , forthcoming).

The second is  experimenting. When you al low yoursel f to enter the unknown, you need to be prepared to explore and test new

things, and this  a lso impl ies  the opportunity to make mistakes. This  was  expressed very wel l  by the name chosen for the digi ta l

space created in the Museums of the Dolomites  project: Laboratory of Stories .[5] The word ‘laboratory’ recal ls  the traditional

forges  of blacksmiths , spaces  where ‘you get your hands dirty’ (a  quote from project participants) to produce something

wonderful . The participants  described this  space as  ‘a  gym for their mind’: a  place to learn and experiment with di fferent

languages  and formats  (Eid, 2021).

The third is  creativi ty. Improvisation fosters  the – often unexpressed – des ire to unleash the imagination and generate new

forms. Art, music, l i terature are a l l  activi ties  which nourish this  human innate abi l i ty. Al though museums have privi leged a

visual , scienti fic and rational istic approach in the col lection and display of objects , in recent years  they have embraced more

emotional , multisensory and creative perspectives  in the interpretation of the col lections  and the des ign of the experiences

(Dudley, 2010; Levent and Leone, 2015). In my PhD research, I  have explored how the use of sound and music can foster this

creative abi l i ty both in curators  and audiences, us ing col laborative des ign methods to create new museum practices .

Figure 3
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Participants  of a  sound walk co-des igned by the theatrical  company ‘La Piccionaia’

with a  group of Dolomites  inhabitants  and museum curators . Thanks  to the use of

radio headphones, participants  were guided in an active, shared and immers ive

experience to (re)discover an archaeological  s i te and i ts  hidden stories .

Experimenting, freedom, creativi ty and improvisation were key elements  of the co-

des ign
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Anna-Maria’s response



Almost a  decade ago when I fi rst s tarted working in Digi ta l  Humanities  I was  impressed by how much we can or have to

improvise in our DH scholarly practice. Although Digi ta l  Humanities  i s  a  field and community of practice which is  rigorous ly

trying to define and structure i ts  discipl inary presence and methodological  repertoire, our everyday DH practice is  embedded in

improvisation, experimentation, flexibi l i ty in methods, tools , patterns  of work, col laborations  and workflows.

Navigating largely unknown datasets  and assets , experimenting with new digi ta l  tools  and methods or with chal lenging,

unpredictable research questions, approaches  and uncommon scholarly outputs , unconventional  project settings  and

interdiscipl inary teams, Digi ta l  Humanities  practice forces  us  to improvise in a  creative way: we have to embrace the

unexpected (Sayers , 2017).

However, improvisation in DH is  not a lways  easy or joyful : there are numerous chal lenging moments , futi le battles  and, of

course, fa i lures  during this  journey. For example, we are sti l l  trying to imagine and define ways  to evaluate innovative digi ta l

scholarship outputs , to give adequate credit to their creators , and to improvise modes of work in order to ensure efficient

col laboration with software engineers  and systems and information architects . Interestingly enough, the 2022 Digi ta l

Humanities  Research Hub seminar series  at the School  of Advanced Study focuses  on ‘Reframing fa i lure’, a iming to cri tical ly

examine our understanding of fa i lure within the Digi ta l  Humanities  community. On the other hand, improvisation in DH is  not

only about defining an interesting action event, but presents  an opportunity to reflect on practice. When facing an

improvisation moment, we need to strategical ly and somehow creatively assess  existing resources  and risks , measure the

impact and the goals  of the endeavour, whi le leaving room for the unexpected to come. In the end, improvisation is  not 100 per

cent luck or freedom.

We are lucky to celebrate a  s imi lar culture of improvisation and experimentation in the Congruence Engine. Being a  Discovery

project, the Congruence Engine team have embarked on a creative journey with interdiscipl inary col laborations, and mini -

investigations  on multi -insti tutional  industry history col lections  us ing innovative digi ta l  methods and tools , a longs ide a set of

open, chal lenging questions  around historical  knowledge formation and information management. In these areas  our

improvisation competence is  being constantly reassessed and redirected towards  experimentation, exci tement and fa i lure, in

equal  doses.
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Memory

Stefania

The word ‘memory’ has  a lways  had a strong impact on both my research and personal  l i fe. Since I was  a  chi ld, I  have been

fascinated by the way we create and share memories  of our past, both as  individuals  and as  part of a  wider community.

Objects , letters , diaries  and photos  belonging to the generations  before us  have been, for decades, the way we learn about our

fami ly past and where we leave traces  of our personal  story. At a  col lective level , museums, archives  and l ibraries  have

preserved, for centuries , tangible and, more recently, intangible memories  of the past of enti re communities , pass ing them on

from generation to generation.

The way we create memories  has  drastical ly changed in the last century. A variety of formats  and media a l low us, today, to

record our l i fe experiences; a  phenomenon that, in cognitive studies , i s  defined as  external  representations  of our memory (see

El iseev and Marsh, 2021).[6] This  evolution was prompted by the technological  revolutions  of the twentieth century, which have

multipl ied the way we can create and share memories .

This  has  left i ts  mark in our fami ly memories . From the rare black and white photos  of grandparents  and great-grandparents ,

fami ly a lbums have become richer and more colourful , documenting l i fe stories , a longs ide the socia l  transformations  of the

second hal f of the century. In the same period, sound and multimedia memories  began to appear a longs ide visual  and written

records, thanks  to the domestication of new sound and video recording technologies  (Bi js terveld and van Di jck, 2009).[7] At the



turn of the century, these new forms of remembering contributed to what is  described as  'Memory Boom' (Huyssen, 2003) and

the ‘Mediatisation of Memory’ (Hoskins , 2009). The mobi le phone has  become our personal  and socia l  machine of memories

(Reading, 2009), a  machine that a l lows us  to create, modify and instantaneously share tens  of thousands of memories  in the

form of images, short videos, messages. Some of these new digi ta l  memories  started to populate our personal  profi les  on blogs

and socia l  media, replacing the photo album in i ts  function of storytel l ing and sharing. These onl ine spaces  a l low us, today, to

navigate in the world of others ’ l i fe memories , entering a  dimension that was  previous ly reserved for the closest networks  of

friends  and fami ly.

What impl ications  does  this  evolution have on memory insti tutions? How is  this  changing the way in which museums, archives

and l ibraries  preserve and share the past?

The reflection on the role of memory and i ts  evolution has  given rise to a  new transdiscipl inary field: Memory Studies .[8] One of

the most thriving debates  in this  sector concerns  the relationship between the personal  and col lective way of remembering,

between 'individual  memory', 'col lective memory' and 'historical  memory' (Halbwachs, 1951; Yerushalmi , 1989; Crane, 1997;

Nora, 1989; Anton, 2016).[9] Within this  discourse, a  new concept emerged at the beginning of the twenty-fi rst century: ‘Digi ta l

Memories ’. ‘The digi ta l  [Joanne Garde-Hansen, Andrew Hoskins  and Anna Reading write] suggests  that we may need to rethink

how we conceive of memory; that we are changing what we cons ider to be the past; that the act of recal l , of recol lection and of

remembering is  changing in i tsel f’ (Hansen, Hoskins  and Reading, 2009).

This  rethinking of the concept of memory has  shed a new l ight on the relationship between the personal  and the publ ic, and

between the present and the past. The new digi ta l  memory, created and shared onl ine, i s  described as  a  new hybrid form of

private and publ ic memory, where the present is  remembered alongs ide the past:

Digi ta l  memories  are not just from the past (wartime memories) but are continual ly made present to the audience, are not

consumed memories  (…) but produced by the audience (9/11 onl ine memorials ), and these memories  are not s imply

shared and told (radio histories) but creatively constructed (digi ta l  s torytel l ing). They may not even be historical ly

s igni ficant memories  but they are personal ly meaningful  (Hansen, Hoskins  and Reading, 2009).

For i ts  participatory nature, the concept of ‘memory’ strongly resonates  with the new culture of convergence of digi ta l  media

(Jenkins , 2013): unl ike the ‘one-to-many', authori tative and insti tutional ised approach that has  characterised history, the

production of memories  rel ies  upon personal  and shared knowledge (Halbwachs, 1980).

These reflections  lead to a  series  of fundamental  impl ications  on the future of memory insti tutions, at the same time offering

new, interesting areas  of experimentation within the Congruence Engine project.

Fi rst, curators  and historians  can rely on an incredible variety of forms and media to study and understand the past. In

addition to the objects  (which have dominated museum culture in the past) and written documents  (which have been the main

source for historical  research) sounds, video recordings  and other digi ta l -born sources  are nowadays  a  key part of museum

col lections  and archives . Sound, in particular, has  fostered a major shi ft in the perception of the past (Sterne, 2003).[10] The

opportunity to col lect not only tangible but a lso sonic memories  of places , people and events  has  introduced a more sensoria l ,

personal  and emotional  dimension of historical  narratives . In Congruence Engine, we started to reflect on the opportunity to

use these sources  to connect col lections, reflecting on what kind of information a sound recording of a  texti le mi l l  or a  protest

song of industria l  workers  can provide.[11]



Figure 4

© Saltaire Col lection

A digi ta l  s tory inspired by the l i fe experience of three Ita l ian s isters  who worked at

Henry Mason’s  mi l l  in Shipley in the 1960s. It was  developed for the fi rst pi lot of the

Texti le investigation us ing the oral  history interviews provided by the Salta ire

Col lection
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Secondly, col lective memory practices  developed by museums and archives  are now intrins ical ly l inked with personal  memory

practices . The poss ibi l i ty of creating and making autobiographical  memories  instantly access ible has  taken away the power

from the traditional  forms of information dissemination: the news of the world is  being replaced by the news of the sel f (Merrin,

2008). Consequently, museums have started to use socia l  platforms not only as  spaces  for audience engagement, but a lso as

places  for the col lection of digi ta l  memories , s tarting to reflect on new forms of heri tage (Burkey, 2019; Boogh, 2020; Zardini

Lacedel l i  et a l , 2021). The exponentia l  growth of autobiographical  memories  is  a lso contributing to new forms of representation

of the past, which are characterised by a  greater personal isation of events , narratives  and testimonies: the emphasis  i s  shi fting

away from history towards  smal l  s tories  and microhistory (Lai te, 2020).



Figure 5
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In the #SonicFriday project (Summer 2020), the National  Science and Media Museum

in Bradford invited onl ine audiences  to share their personal  memories  around

sound technologies , exploring a  new way to make people interact with the col lection

but a lso to col lect stories  of use

(https://www.sciencemuseumgroup.org.uk/project/sonicfriday/)
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Final ly, the evolution of memory urges  us  to reflect on i ts  (apparent) counterpart: obl ivion. The almost unl imited poss ibi l i ties  of

creating memories  provided by digi ta l  media have fostered a culture of data accumulation, where the risk i s  that we are no

longer able to select what is  important to us . Information loss  i s  becoming one of the greatest fears  of this  century (Gleick,

1999), and yet i t i s  an essentia l  part of the very process  of remembering. Memory, as  Bartlett wrote, i s  a  creative, subjective and

dynamic faculty (Bartlett, 1932), which involves  the selection of some information and the loss  of others . Otherwise, the danger

is  thoroughly described by Borges  in the story of ‘Funes, His  Memory’: not being able to forget anything is  equivalent to los ing

everything. Once upon a time, i t was  the task of history – to use Anna Comnena's  words  – ‘to hold in a  tight grasp whatever i t

can seize floating on the surface’ and ‘not a l low i t to s l ip away into the depths  of Obl ivion’ (see Comnena, 1969, p 17).[12] The

chal lenge we face today could paradoxical ly be the reverse. Deciding what, in this  continuous, i rres istible and infini te stream

of data, we want to transform into col lective heri tage, and what we wi l l  let go.

Arran’s response

I  completely agree with Stefania that memory is  an important hook for heri tage insti tutions; a  personal  memory makes  history

feel  more relatable, i t encourages  vis i tors  to empathise, i t can evoke feel ings  of nostalgia. Where i t i s  poss ible, memories

provide a route into resonating with materia l  from the past.

I used to work at the Museum of Cardi ff (previous ly Cardi ff Story Museum) and there, personal  memories  are used in the

interpretation of museum objects  in the gal lery. This  i s  a  related but di fferent practice from that of recording oral  histories  – the

memories  associated with objects  in the col lection can be entangled with that very object – often captured at the point of

acquis i tion; or they can be prompted by the object and recorded on comment cards, through interactions  at publ ic events  or

through more formal  interviews. These personal  memories  are used as  direct quotes, in the fi rst-person, with a  name attributed



(i f the memory was not given anonymously), and objects  can have more than one personal  memory associated with them. Doing

this  i s  obvious ly only poss ible for objects  that have been col lected within l iving memory, but I suggest that this  point of

di fference in how the museum presents  the col lection enables  a  sense of the people who interacted with the object before i t was

col lected to remain al ive (see Kavanagh, 2000; Black, 2011).[13]

Let’s  take, for example, this  lamp in the Museum of Cardi ff col lection:

Figure 6

© Museum of Cardi ff

Copper, Victorian style lamp with ‘KINGS CROSS’, gold in colour, on a black metal

bracket. CARCM:2012.58,

https://col lections.cardi ffmuseum.com/ais6/Detai ls/col lect/1166
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A traditional  object label  and catalogue record might look l ike this :

Copper, Victorian style lamp with ‘KINGS CROSS’, gold in colour, on a black metal  bracket. This  lamp used to hang above

the entrance to the Kings  Cross  pub in the City Centre. The Kings  Cross  pub attracted the LGBTQ+ community from the 1970s

unti l  i ts  closure in 2010.[14]

But us ing a  personal  story someone offered to the Museum when they had a stal l  at Cardi ff Pride in 2012, the label  now features

this :

Cardi ff Kings  Cross  was  my fi rst experience of a  gay night out. It was  a  lovely night and real ly opened my eyes  to how open

and accepting a  gay night out in town can be. Shame that i t closed.[15]

The addition of a  personal  memory adds  a  distinct perspective; i t highl ights  that the Kings  Cross  was  more than just a  pub that

‘attracted the LGBTQ+ community’ – as  i f the LGBTQ+ community is  one homogenous blob – i t was  a  place where someone, an



individual  person, had their fi rst night out in a  queer space and fel t safe.

It i s  important to acknowledge that whi lst personal  memories  associated with objects  does  remove or, at least de-priori tise, the

curator’s  voice, i t does  not remove the curator’s  power. The use of memory is  s ti l l  a  curatoria l  s trategy, one that takes  some

steps  towards  the non-authoria l , but does  not necessari ly give up control  over the narrative. Despite this , I  would love to see

more personal  memories  recorded alongs ide museum col lections; not regarded as  ‘community stories ’ that s i t a longs ide them,

but as  key aspects  of the col lection data that feature in interpretation labels , catalogue records  and form an active part of a

l ively and constantly evolving national  col lection.

Anna-Maria’s response

Memory brings  the past into the present. Although recent scholarship has  highl ighted various  theoretical  perspectives  on

memory, from col lective memory and identi ty formation (Halbwachs, 1980), cultural  memory (Assman, 1995; Assman, 1999) to

how our memory is  shaped after the materia l  turn (Bennett and Joyce, 2010), what has  been regularly overlooked is  how

‘memory’ has  been used in the last s ixty years  in order to define techn(olog)ical  devices  of data or information storage.

Fol lowing media historian and theorist Wolfgang Ernst’s  suggestion to approach both archive and memory as  purely technical

practices  of data storage (Ernst, 2004), I  tried to trace the origin of memory as  a  data storage device in computer hardware and

digi ta l  electronic devices  context.

In 1945 Vannevar Bush in his  article ‘As  We May Think’ envis ioned the memex (Figure 7), a  device in which individuals  would

compress  and store a l l  of their books, records  and communications  based upon a document bookmark l i s t of static microfi lm

pages. As  Bush envis ioned i t, memex, a  portmanteau of memory and expansion, i s  a  ‘future device…in which an individual

stores  a l l  his  books, records, and communications, and which is  mechanized so that i t may be consulted with exceeding speed

and flexibi l i ty. It i s  an enlarged intimate supplement to his  memory’ (Bush, 1945).

The concept of the memex influenced a series  of developments  in computing technology, from the early hypertext systems, data

storage devices  and information management software to the creation of the World Wide Web, whi le providing an early

framework to understand the relationship among knowledge creation and management, memory and computing technology.



Figure 7
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Memex: a  portmanteau of memory and expansion
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Another interesting case I found was that of the rope core memory, the fi rst read-only memory for computers , ini tia l ly developed

and used by early NASA Mars  space probes  and then in the Apol lo Guidance Computer (AGC) and programmed by the

Massachusetts  Insti tute of Technology (MIT) Instrumentation Lab. The technical  speci fici ties  of rope memory reveal , among

other things , the very materia l  and technical  aspects  of memory as  a  data storage device: 'Bi ts  of information are presented by

threads  of wire and tiny doughnut-shaped magnetic cores . A core with wire threaded through the centre represents  1, an empty

core represents  0. In this  way, the pattern of wires  can form a computer programme – software crystal l i zed as  hardware, in

other words ' (Brock, 2017). What I found exciting in this  story of the rope memory was one gendered moment in the history of

computing and in memory studies , broadly conceived: software written by MIT programmers  was  woven into core rope memory

by female workers  in factories , and the final  product was  thus  named ‘LOL memory’, for Li ttle Old Lady memory.



Figure 8
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Ferri te core memory (Li ttle Old Lady memory) as  used in the Apol lo Guidance

Computer (MIT sample for testing)
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Since the 1960s, memory has  been populating our everyday (technological ) l i fe, as  an integral  part of computing systems and

digi ta l  devices  in general  as  wel l  as  an external  storage media device coming in various  forms and s izes  (from USB sticks ,

memory cards, to external  hard drives). If memory creation has  been adequately theorised as  a  way of ‘remembering forward’,

memory in computing contexts  has  been providing a  socia l ly, technological ly and materia l ly-aware substrate and practice

towards  this  task.

Compone nt DOI: http://dx.doi .org/10.15180/221810/003

Network(s)

Anna-Maria

Networks  have existed throughout human history and have shaped the socia l  and cultural  condition long before the emergence

of the ‘network society’ (van Di jk, 2006). Fol lowing Eas ley and Kleinberg’s  flexible defini tion, ‘a  network is  any col lection of



objects  in which some pairs  of these objects  are connected by l inks…depending on the setting, many di fferent forms of

relationships  or connections  can be used to define l inks ’ (Eas ley and Kleinberg, 2010, p 2). As  a  cross-domain and hybrid

concept, suggesting a  pattern of interconnections  among a set of things , one can find networks  in every aspect of human l i fe,

enabl ing historical ly speci fic modes of connection, communication, ci rculation and exchange.

Defined as  structures  of connectivi ty and interrelational i ty frequently used in our everyday l i fe, networks  have been often

studied as  a  powerful  interdiscipl inary heuristic device in order to explore the interplay between human culture and

technology. From networks  of people and profess ionals  to networks  of goods, ideas, values  and information, the history of

networks  has  been interl inked with aspects  of materia l i ty, technology and media. Oral  tradition, printed books, pamphlets ,

correspondence (Figure 9) and journals , transportation routes , vehicles , cables  and ci rcuits , telephones, radio and televis ion,

al l  of them and many more objects  created and enabled networks  across  human history. The presentism of digi ta l  culture has

made networks  look l ike and be often experienced as  a  contemporary concept, one which is  coupled with a  growing publ ic

fascination with the complex ‘connectedness ’ of modern society. However, computer networks , the internet and socia l  networks

are just recent examples  of a  long and varied history and archaeology of networks  in human culture, as  a  Network Archaeology

conference in 2010 and a subsequent publ ication in Amodern (Staros ielski  et a l , 2013) attempted to explore.

At the same time, networks  often overcame the importance of human agency in human history. As  Ki ttler points  out: ‘Even in

those unthinkable times when energy sti l l  needed beasts  of burden l ike Sinbad and information required messengers  l ike the

fi rst marathon runner, networks  existed’ (Ki ttler, 1996, p 718). Final ly, networks  have been the object of study across  a  variety

of discipl ines , such as  science and technology studies , communication studies , industria l  and media history, l i terary history,

and socia l  and behavioural  s tudies , showcas ing a  wide interdiscipl inary interest towards  the technological , insti tutional ,

economical  and geopol i tical  histories  of networks , but a lso their cultural  and experientia l  dimensions.

Figure 9
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The Republ ic of Letters  – European correspondence networks  in the eighteenth

century, via  http://republ icofletters .stanford.edu
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Technology and media indeed underpin a l l  networks  throughout human history. After a l l , the word ‘network’ original ly meant ‘a

net-l ike arrangement of threads, wires , etc.’. Friedrich Kittler's  most influentia l  concept, the ‘discourse network’, employs  this

historical ly speci fic relation among network, technology, media and culture. In his  seminal  book Discourse networks 1800/1900

Kittler has  described the discourse network of 1800 as  one structural ly defined by the existing technical  apparatuses: ‘As ide

from mechanical  automatons and toys , there was nothing. The discourse network of 1800 functioned without phonographs,

gramophones, or cinematographs. Only books  could provide seria l  s torage of seria l  data’ (Ki ttler, 1990, p 116). This

technological  and materia l  speci fici ty has  made networks  susceptible to disruptions  and breakages  that spread through the

underlying network structures , sometimes turning local ised breakdowns into wider cascading fa i lures  whi le ra is ing the

importance of maintenance, securi ty and repair.

Let’s  unfold one of the most recent examples  of network structure, that of a  computer network, to reveal  and better understand

these properties . A computer network is  a  system that connects  two or more computing devices  or nodes  through l inks  with the

purpose of transmitting, exchanging or sharing data, information and resources. As  networking needs evolved, so did the

computer network types  that served those needs: from wireless  local  area network (WLAN) to vi rtual  private network (VPN).

Nowadays, the internet is  actual ly a  network of networks  that connects  bi l l ions  of digi ta l  devices  worldwide us ing standard

protocols , including hypertext transfer protocol  or internet protocol  (IP). Given that the network’s  connectivi ty i s  enabled via

various  hardware components  (e.g., routers , switches, access  points  and cables), software, a longs ide communication protocols

(ports), the fa i lure or malfunctioning of one of these compartments  might s ignal  the breakage of the entire network.

Figure 10
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An internet network error
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Alongs ide a technological  and a historical  perspective on networks , network theory and studies  have been recently developed

as  a  powerful  meta-way of looking at complex systems and (symmetrical  or asymmetrical ) relations  that networks  represent

between discrete objects . People often also use the word ‘graph’ when talking about networks: a  network can be defined as  a

graph that represents  things/points  (in the jargon of the field referred to as  ‘nodes’ or ‘vertices ’) and the relationships/l ines

between them (cal led ‘edges’) and in which nodes  and/or edges  have attributes . Drawing on ideas  from economics , sociology,

behaviour science, computing and information science, and appl ied mathematics , network studies  describe an emerging field of

study that i s  growing at the interface of a l l  these areas, address ing fundamental  questions  about how the socia l , economic and

technological  worlds  are connected. A vast array of methods are proposed and used, such as  graph theory, game theory,

information networks , network dynamics , markets  and strategic interaction on networks , insti tutions  and aggregate behaviour

(Lewis , 2009; Eas ley and Kleinberg, 2010).

With the rise of quanti tative evidence and large-data across  the Humanities , a longs ide the emergence of Digi ta l  Humanities  in



the last two decades, networks  have been heavi ly used among Humanities  discipl ines , as  they offer an access ible and dynamic

way to study things  (‘nodes’) and the relationships  between them (‘edges’) (Weingart, 2011; Ahnert et a l , 2020). Many objects  of

interest can be thought of as  a  col lection of points  joined together in pairs  and l ines  (aka networks), and thinking of them in

this  way can often lead to new and useful  ins ights .

Franco Moretti , the prol i fic l i terary historian and scholar, has  founded his  own ‘distant reading’ approach on network theory in

order to study connections  within large groups of objects , mainly textual  assets  on a large-scale. In his  book Graphs, Maps,

Trees (2007) he proposed that instead of reading large volumes of l i terary texts  in the traditional  way – so-cal led close reading

– i t i s  poss ible to count, to graph and to map or, in other words, to visual ise them in order to reveal  patterns, relations  and

class i fications  among them. Moretti  and his  Stanford Li terary Lab team developed and employed a range of computer-ass isted

network analys is  methods to explore l i terary history at scale. For instance, below is  a  network representing a  plot of characters

and actions: characters  wi l l  be the vertices  of the network, interactions  the edges, and this  i s  what the Hamlet network looks

l ike (Moretti , 2011).

Figure 11
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The Hamlet network
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Networks/graphs are currently a  very popular method of representation and an organisational  principle in the fields  of data

model l ing and l inked open data research[1] (that i s  s tructured data which is  interl inked with other data so i t becomes more

useful  through semantic queries). They thus  play a  specia l  role in DH and in digi ta l  scholarship at large (Weingart, 2011; Eide,

2020). There are many free, open-source options  for generating network graphs, including Gephi , Pal ladio, NetworkX, igraph

and Cytoscape, as  wel l  as  a  number of network datasets , such as  Stanford Large Network Dataset Col lection and Gephi  Datasets .

Not surpris ingly, network is  a  crucia l , multi -faceted keyword for a l l  of us  col laborating in the Congruence Engine project. From



transportation routes , electrical  and energy grids  that faci l i tated industria l i sation, telecommunication networks , broadcast

radio and televis ion networks , the modern industria l  society has  been shaped by a  variety of networks. The Congruence Engine

aims to investigate the (often hidden or unknown) technological , materia l , economic, cultural  and socia l  dimensions  of modern

industria l  networks  in the fields  of Communication, Energy and Texti les , by focus ing on the nodes  and edges  that enabled them,

that is  the materia l  assets , the insti tutions  and the agents  behind them, thus  reveal ing stories  and connections  among cultural

assets  across  national  industria l  history col lections.

Furthermore, being part of the AHRC-funded Towards  a  National  Col lection programme, the Congruence Engine wi l l  develop

computational ly-enabled ways  to connect dispersed cultural  assets  and insti tutions, forming multiple, often unexpected,

networks  of col lections-as-data. Through a series  of digi ta l  experimentation exercises  and interdiscipl inary investigations, the

project team wi l l  seek to develop a set of routes , digi ta l  tools  and narratives  that wi l l  a l low advanced access , process ing

various  objects  and digi ta l  records  from disparate col lections. By employing advanced computational  methods and relying on

digi ta l  networks  to interact, communicate and work, the project wi l l  seek to connect or reactivate these hidden histories  with

our recent socio-technical  environment of interconnected nodes.

The Congruence Engine forms also an exceptional ly rich and diverse network of people and insti tutions  i tsel f. It unites  in close

col laboration a new constel lation of researchers  and profess ionals  from di fferent fields  and backgrounds who would not

normal ly work together: academic, GLAM and community historians, curators , digi ta l  humanities  profess ionals , documentation

special is ts , information architects  and software engineers . Through a systemic and participatory action research methodology,

and by welcoming from the outset various  levels  of engagement with the project among partners , col laborators  and users , the

Congruence Engine seeks  to del iver a  true inter- and multi -discipl inary investigation of complexity, whi le paying attention to the

multiple networks , systems and agents  at play.

Final ly, the Congruence Engine celebrates  both connectivi ty and di fference as  found within the multiple networks  that i t

enables: from dispersed col lections  of the industria l  past to various  interdiscipl inary groups of people. In the end, what brings

together nodes  and edges  into a  meaningful , functional  whole as  a  network is  a  shared, primordial  need to communicate and to

be together.

Arran’s response

The word ‘network’ has  the potentia l  for diverse usage throughout the Congruence Engine. We are constantly interacting within

networks  – reaching out and communicating through networks  of people and insti tutions, us ing technology that rel ies  on

networks  to interact with col leagues  and undertake our work, and, at the very core of the project and the Towards  a  National

Col lection programme, actively navigating and forming networks  of col lections  data and knowledge. When I think about

networks  speci fical ly from the view of my role as  co-faci l i tator of the action research in this  project, I  am drawn to the role of

networks  in actively connecting di fferent parts  of a  system.

As an action research project we are particularly interested in what is  known as  systemic action research; we are seeking to

better understand the multiple socia l , pol i tical  and digi ta l  systems at play within the context of the Congruence Engine, and the

different networks  that help make connections  between the components  in them. Systemic action research uses  the core

principles  of action research, but makes  a  concerted effort to draw out and embrace complexity and systemic thinking (Burns,

2014). Referenced throughout the papers  in this  specia l  i ssue wi l l  be the interdiscipl inary nature of this  project, the need for a

plural i ty of views, an expanded epistemology, and space for divergence as  wel l  as  congruence. Whi lst we do often seek

consensus  and standardisation, Gerald Midgley argues  that i t i s  in theoretical  and methodological  plural ism that the strength

of systemic action research l ies , and that in trying to essentia l ise or foundational ise certain theories  or approaches, you

diminish i ts  potentia l  (Midgley, 2011).

Amongst the plural i ties  of ways  of working, theoretical  framings  and methodological  approaches, we do have some shared

goals  in the project. I  bel ieve that i t i s  through the active tending of our networks  that we can come to develop shared

understanding in our speci fic contexts . Yuha Jung and Ann Rowson Love offer a  nice description of this  in their work on systems



thinking in museums – suggesting a  wider shi ft towards  valuing ‘networks  of ideas’ over compartmental isation (Jung and Love,

2017, p 4). We shouldn’t be aiming to end up on the same network node – having the same perspectives  as  each other, nor

should we be working in distinct, s i loed work packages. We should instead be seeking to communicate, respect and

col laboratively explore our multipl ici ty of perspectives , and al low them to form networks  as  they cross  over and intersect –

providing us  a l l  with a  s l ightly better overviews of the whole system.

Stefania’s response

As Anna-Maria  has  highl ighted, ‘network’ has  been an influentia l  concept throughout human history: i t has  been used in a

variety of di fferent discipl ines  and has  fostered a series  of key organisational  theories , acquiring further levels  of meaning in

our digi ta l  ecosystem. In the heri tage sector, the concept of ‘museum network’ emerged in the 1990s  to identi fy a  speci fic

management strategy with the primary a im of stimulating cooperation among cultural  insti tutions  which are drawn together by

s imi lari ties  in terms of geographical  location, col lections  or shared values  (Bagdadl i , 2003; Camacho, 2004). One of the key

areas  of cooperation has  been the development of promotional  and communication strategies , with the creation of joint

websites , socia l  media activi ties , museum brochures  and catalogues, and onl ine col lections. These projects  have been pivotal

in fostering transdiscipl inary approaches  and the exchange of practices , contributing to conceptual is ing the museum as  a

system of relationships .

However, I  feel  that the meaning that this  word has  acquired in the cultural  sector does  not ful ly capture the complexity of

relationships  that surround a museum insti tution. In the Museums of the Dolomites  project, we ended up us ing the word

‘community’ to identi fy the coming together of people, insti tutions  and local  groups fostered by the digi ta l  ini tiatives .

Participants  fel t that the word ‘network’ carried an insti tutional  meaning which did not ful ly convey the bottom-up, dynamic,

informal  relationships  between museum curators , researchers , amateurs , inhabitants  and Dolomites  aficionados. The

participatory nature of the digi ta l  activi ties  and the heterogeneity of the participants  fostered a deeply humanised

reinterpretation of the ‘network’ concept that embraces  the polyvocal i ty and divers i ty of the participants .

Figure 12

© Museums of the Dolomites

The col laborative video created by the Museums of the Dolomites  community to

launch a socia l  media campaign to col lect memories  and stories
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Simi larly, this  rethinking of the ‘network’ concept can help to express  the multipl ici ty of relational  levels  that can emerge when

we bring di fferent col lections  together. In the Texti les  pi lot study of Congruence Engine, we used the l inking functional i ties  of the

Omeka platform[16] to explore connections  between objects , people, places , events  and col lections  around the history of

Salta ire and Lister Mi l ls . What we real ised at this  early stage of the project i s  that there could be di fferent types  of

relationships . The fi rst we explored is  the direct, objective connection between two i tems, such as  a  texti le machine and i ts

inventor. The second is  less  vis ible as  i t might originate from a mental  association that could involve feel ings  and personal

experiences. This  i s  a  softer, evocative relationship that exists  between a texti le mi l l  and the unremitting sound of the machines

heard by the mi l l  workers  every day. I  visual ise the fi rst type of connections  as  a  network made of nodes  connected together; the

second with clouds  of di fferent colours  which identi fy patterns, themes, feel ings . I  would love to see how we might expand the

meaning of ‘network’ in Congruence Engine, exploring these di fferent perspectives .

Compone nt DOI: http://dx.doi .org/10.15180/221810/004

Closing thoughts

Although too early to begin developing conclus ions, we see the benefi t of reflecting on the process  of col laborating with each

other to write in this  way. The Congruence Engine is  a  large and geographical ly distributed project, and we rarely get the

opportunity to meet and share ideas, theories  and values  in the way we have for this  paper. In taking the opportunity, and the

time, to share, communicate and write in this  way we have developed a greater sense of each other's  roles  and approaches  to

the research. The use of keywords  and the opportunity to respond to each others ’ contribution also a l lowed us  to reflect on the

terminology we use to describe concepts , phenomena and processes  which might have assumed di fferent meanings  across  a

range of discipl ines . Language divers i ty i s  a  key chal lenge for interdiscipl inary projects  l ike Congruence Engine and express ing

this  semantic richness  is  fundamental  to faci l i tate the exchange of knowledge across  the research team. Whi lst we cannot pin

this  paper down as  the only cause, we think i t i s  fa i r to cla im that as  we have been writing this  paper together, our

col laborations  across  the project have become more fluid, more natural  and more impactful . We have perhaps  understood

better what resonates  with each other, how we fi t into the network of individuals  who make up this  project, and how we are a

community of researchers  in our own right. We look forward to further understanding how working productively with multiple

perspectives  can help drive the Congruence Engine and inform the requirements  of developing a  national  col lection.

 

Congruence Engine is  supported by AHRC grant AH/W003244/1.
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Footnotes

1. Sara Ahmed discusses  the figure of the feminist ki l l joy, noting that to go against a  socia l  norm with regards  to laughter

is  often seen to be wi l l ing to cause unhappiness , even i f unhappiness  is  not your cause. Ahmed prompts  us  to cons ider

whether a  feminist ki l l s  other people's  joy by pointing out moments  of sexism, or whether they are s imply exposing bad

feel ings  that get hidden, displaced or negated under publ ic s igns  of joy (Ahmed, 2010: 2).

2. The interaction between people and technology, as  wel l  as  the socia l  and computational  elements , i s  at the heart of the

concept of ‘Socia l  Machine’, which has  served as  conceptual  framework to understand socia l  systems on the Web

(Shadbolt, O’Hara, De Roure, Hal l , 2019).

3. Sounds of my Quarantine (https://padlet.com/platformmuseum/q9unei4soco98xu8) is  a  col laborative sound map

launched by the National  Science and Media Museum during the #SonicFriday project, where people could share their

own sonic experience during the fi rst Covid-19 lockdown: from music l i s tened to at home, to the sounds of their own

quarantine.

4. Museums of the Dolomites  was  a  three-year project (2019–2021) funded by the UNESCO Dolomites  Foundation and

coordinated by the digi ta l -born museum Dolom.it. The project adopted an action-research approach to co-des ign a

series  of digi ta l  ini tiatives  a imed to connect di fferent museums and col lections  of the Dolomites . Thanks  to a  socia l

media campaign and the col laborative development of a  shared, digi ta l  space dedicated to the Dolomites  heri tage, the



project fostered the creation of a  thriving heri tage community of museum profess ionals , researchers , historians, art

curators , geologists , inhabitants  and Dolomites  lovers .

5. Laboratory of Stories  is  an onl ine col laborative space which col lects  more than 2,000 multimedia contributions  in

thematic gal leries  co-created by museum profess ionals , curators , res idents  and Dolomites  enthus iasts

(https://museodolom.it/en/exhibitions/).

6. External isations  of memory are defined as  'cognitive augmenting', the process  of us ing external  sources  to extend one’s

biological  cognitive abi l i ties  (El iseev and Marsh, 2021).

7. Around the 1960s, the wider avai labi l i ty of sound recording technologies  such as  tape recorders  introduced new forms

of remembering also in the fami ly context. Sound memories  became an intrins ic part of our individual  and col lective

acts  of remembrance, creating a  sense of ‘Auditory Nostalgia’ (Bi js terveld and van Di jck, 2009).

8. A key publ ication representing the academic debate in this  field is  the dedicated journal  publ ished by Sage, Memory

Studies (http://mss.sagepub.com).

9. Susan Crane, recal l ing the sociologist Maurice Halbwachs  (1951) and the historian Yosef Yerushalmi  (1989), underl ines

how the concept of memory maintains  a  l ink with the experiences  l ived by an individual  or by a  community, whi le

'historical  memory' begins  when ‘socia l  traditions  are broken and l iving contact with the past has  been lost; a l l  that

remains  are fragments  as  arti facts ' (Crane, 1997). In this  perspective, i t i s  the s i tes  of col lective memory and cultural

objects  that a l low us  to reconstruct the connection with the historical  past (Nora, 1989), and at the same time bui ld and

‘redefine our relationship with the past, the present and sometimes the future’ (Anton, 2016).

10. The fi rst sound archives  were born in the 1920s  to preserve sounds that can have ethnographic, historical , scienti fic and

archaeological  value. The recognition of the cultural  value of sound gave birth to new transdiscipl inary studies  such as

Ethnomusicology, Aural  History, Bioacoustics , Archeoacoustic, and Acoustic Ecology.

11. We reflected on this  experiment in this  blog post: https://ceblog.sciencemuseumgroup.org.uk/2022/10/27/giving-voice-

to-hidden-connections-ins ights-from-the-oral -history-investigation/.

12. From the opening of the Alexiad: ‘The stream of time, i rres istible, ever moving, carries  off and bears  away al l  things  that

come to birth and plunges  them into utter darkness , both deeds of no account and deeds which are mighty and worthy of

commemorations… Nevertheless , the science of History is  a  great bulwark against this  stream of time; in a  way i t checks

this  i rres istible flood, i t holds  in a  tight grasp whatever i t can seize floating on the surface and wi l l  not a l low i t to s l ip

away into the depth of Obl ivion’ (Comnena, 1969, p 17)

13. Both Gaynor Kavanagh and Graham Black have pointed to the practice of associating personal  stories  and memories

with objects  as  a  later development in socia l  history museums and in attempts  to create a  sense of col lective memory

within them (Kavanagh, 2000; Black, 2011). Black suggests  that The People's Story exhibition, developed in Edinburgh in

the 1980s, was  a  particular turning point in associating personal  stories  with objects  (Black, 2011, p 442).

14. Al l  this  information is  taken from the object’s  col lection record onl ine. It i s  not how the museum presents  the lamp, but

an example of what a  more traditional ly written curatoria l  label  might look l ike.

15. This  i s  the personal  memory used alongs ide the lamp’s  onl ine object record, and in the interpretation of the object when

it i s  on display at the museum https://col lections.cardi ffmuseum.com/ais6/Detai ls/col lect/1166.

16. Omeka is  a  free, open source, content management system des igned by the Roy Rosenzweig Center for History and New

Media (2008) to create onl ine col lections  and digi ta l  archives . In Congruence Engine, we experimented with this  tool  in

the fi rst pi lot study, to explore the relationships  among i tems from di fferent col lections

(https://ceblog.sciencemuseumgroup.org.uk/2022/07/01/what-can-omeka-do-for-your-digi ta l -journey-reflections-from-

the-fi rst-congruence-engine-pi lot-study/).
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